Patterns of protease production during prostate cancer progression: proteomic evidence for cascades in a transgenic model.
Extracellular proteases are recognized as critical factors in the progression of a number of carcinomas, including prostate cancer. Matrix metalloproteases (MMP) are important in processes of tumor growth, invasion and dissemination, but other classes of proteases, such as serine and cysteine proteases, also contribute. We utilized the TRAMP model for prostate cancer to elucidate proteases involved in prostate cancer progression. General proteomic analysis was performed on normal murine prostate, early TRAMP tumors and advanced TRAMP tumors, as well as normal and involved lymph nodes. Zymography and antigenic analyses revealed increased expression of mainly pro-MMP in early TRAMP tumors but substantial elaboration of activated MMP only in late TRAMP tumors. Progressive increase in cysteine, serine and certain membrane-bound proteases from normal to early to advanced prostate tumors, was also seen. Our results implicate pericellular proteases as initiators of major proteolytic cascades during tumor progression and suggest targets for maximal therapeutic effect.